Introduction
There is a conceptual gap lurking in the analytic space between the theory of analog computation and the practice of connectionist models of sequence process ing. On the one hand several researchers have recently developed formal analyses of analog computation based on dynamical systems theory (Blum, Shub & Smale, 1989; Pollack, 1991; Kolen, 1994; Siegelmann & Sontag, 1995; Tino, Horne & Giles, 1995a; Maass & Opronen, 1996; Casey, 1996; Moore, 1998) . For example, a dynamical recognizer (Pollack, 1991; Siegelmann & Sontag, 1995; Moore, 1998 ) is a discrete-time continuous-valued dynamical system with a given initial starting point and a finite set of Boolean output decision functions. The dynamical system is composed of the following : a space W, an alphabet A, a set of functions (1 per element of A) that maps Jln-W, and an accepting region Hyes in J ".
A recurrent neural network (RNN) that has one hidden layer with recurrent connections, and one output layer without recurrent connections ( Figure 1 ) is often referred to as a simple recurrent network (SRN). The discrete-time system equa tions for an SRN are given by :
Xt=F(WHH•Xt-1+WHI•It)
(1) Yt=G(WOH•Xt) (2) where t indexes the time step, X is the hidden unit vector, I is the input vector, Y is the output vector, WJx is the weight matrix to J from K, where J, K are input units(I), hidden units(H), or output units(O), and F, G are vector of standard sigmoid functions, (1/(1+e-net)) where net is one element from the resulting dot product. In fact this archectiture is an implementation of a dynamical recognizer : n recurrent units are the state variables for an n-dimensional space, stn, the set of input vectors is the alphabet, the sigmoid function with weights frozen and constant input determine the set of mapping functions, and the output units determine the accepting region. Also, an SRN that processes output in time on the order of input length is an example of a real-time dynamical recognizer. A real-time dynamical recognizer recognizes the same languages as a real-time Turing machine (Moore, 1998) , which recognizes a proper subset of contest-sensitive languages and a proper superset of regular languages''. Hence, in principle, an SRN recognizes languages that live somewhere in between regular languages and context-sensitive lenguages, which is where natural languages are thought to be as well (Sells, et al., 1991) . Fig. 1 The architecture of a simple recurrent network (SRN). Not all nodes or weight connec tions are shown. We trained the network on a sequence of input vectors, one vector per time step, and the output task is to predict the next input at each time step.
'~ Recall that a regular language is recognized by a finite state machine; a context -free language has center-embedding and is recognized by a finite state machine with a read-write stack; and a context-sensitive language is recognized by a finite state machine with a bounded read-write tape (Hopcraft & Ullman, 1979) .
On the other hand, many analyses of RNN simulations work in the context of processing regular languages (Giles, et al. 1992; Cleeremans et al., 1989; Williams & Zipser, 1989) . For example, Cleeremans et al. (1989) showed a simple recurrent network (SRN) that learned the Reber grammar and used cluster analysis to show how the hidden unit activation values map onto the states from a finite state machine. Giles et al. (1992) showed how one can extract a minimal finite state machine from an RNN trained on a regular language. In order to diminish this analytic divide many people have taken a dynamical system theory perspective on the working of an RNN and looked at phase space dynamics (Pollack, 1991 ; Kolen, 1994; Tino, Horne & Giles, 1995a; Wiles & Elman, 1995; Casey, 1996; Blair & Pollack, 1997; Rodriguez & Wiles, 1998) . Casey (1996) showed that if an RNN processes a regular language then some properties of the network dynamics must correspond to the finite state machine, such as attractors for loops. However, mathematically, it is easy to see that a continuous space system is an infinite state machine, even if we cannot implement it as such in a computer.
For example, Blair and Pollack (1997) showed that viewing an RNN solely by clustering hidden unit activations together into functional states may misrepresent the possible continuous state transitions into new regions, even as one looks at smaller and smaller regions.
Using context-free languages several people have shown that a network can learn simple formal grammars by learning counting functions. Pollack (1987a) did this with a second order network for a balanced parenthesis language.
We also recently showed that for a prediction task an SRN with back propagation-through time training can learn simple counting and symbol sensitive counting that general izes (Wiles & Elman, 1995; Rodriguez & Wiles, 1998) 2). More importantly, we used a dynamical systems analysis to show that the solution of the RNN is functionally similar to the counters coded by hand in analog computation theory. In particular the network dynamics had attracting and repelling fixed points that were propor tional in the contraction and expansion rates. Although cluster analysis can reveal graded state effects (Cleeremans, et al., 1995) , cluster analysis does not provide derivative information about the change in hidden units values-which we found important for analyzing counting tasks. The essential finding in both analog computation theory and in the dynamical system theory analysis is that cluster analysis may not fully capture the global dynamics of the network (e.g. see Casey, 1996 , for discussion), and an RNN can process a simple deterministic context-free language by using trajectories as counters.
2) Several people have had some success with RAAM models (Pollack , 1990 ) and context-free lan guages. However, this paper is focused on RNNs in psycholinguistic modeling. A RAAM model requires an external controller to tent the network by rerunning the pop network after the push network finishes, which is one reason it may not be used as much in psycholinguistic modeling.
The conceptual gap facing researchers arises when we ask : what do these results mean for connectionist models of language processing based on SRNs ? How does our understanding of network dynamics that implement counter solutions inform our understanding of performance and learning in a natural language-like setting?
Empirically, SRNs have had some success in modeling aspects of human performance in sentence processing (Elman, 1990 (Elman, , 1991 St. John, 1990 ; Tabor, 1996 ; Christiansen & Chater, in press ). However, it has not been clear exactly what properties of SRN dynamics are psychologically relevant and how it relates to the analog computation theory which says that SRNs can process natural language. A partial list of reasonable candidate properties includes precision and long-term dependencies.
For example, several people have pointed out that long term dependencies are hard in the limit (Bengio, 1994; Masakara, et al., 1992; Cleeremans, et al., 1989) . But linguistic examples are often concerned with short strings that reflect context-free sentence dependencies, not sequence dependencies in the limit, and many psycho linguistic issues revolve around how probabilities in the word order correlate to human performance (e.g. Sedivy & Spivey-Knowlton, 1994) . In this paper we connect SRN performance in a simple Deterministic Context Free Language with the dynamical systems perspective.
The problem (described in section 2) is relevant to center-embedded language processing, but we keep it simple so as to minimize the number of dimensions.
One training set will have a biased input sequence that helps the network learn to generalize to deeper embed ding, which is a simple result overlooked in other reports of SRNs. And the other training set will be slightly harder, but will not generalize.
One of our main goals is to analyze the network dynamics so that we know that counts as resources of performance in processing sequences with context-free dependencies.
In section 3 we describe the analysis. The essence of the approach is to construct a global picture of dynamics by looking piecemeal under different input conditions. Normally, analyzing transient states (e.g. states that are not near fixed points) for an input driven system is not tractable, but our problem is simple enough so that we can leverage our knowledge of the training set. We provide a geometric perspective to show how the SRN implements simple coordination between trajec tories that are limited counters, which is a limited version of analog computation theory results. We also identify and analyze several properties of the dynamics that reflect what is easy and hard for the network, such as information loss that results from approaching attractors, divergence in phase space that is used to split states, and difficulty in learning temporal dependencies when the input-output probabilities overlap for different input symbols. The analytic view based on geometry helps bridge the conceptual gap between analog computation theory and connectionist practices.
The palindrome language task
Consider the following English sentence : "The mouse the cat the dog bit chased ran.". This sentence has a mirrored syntactic structure with two levels of center embedding : [NP1 [NP2 [NP3 VP3] VP2] VP1], in which the NP and VP match up. In natural language, sentences with more than one level of center embedding are rare and difficult to process, which, from the point of view of discrete automata theory, is a memory limitation of the stack. However, such sentences have long been an issue in psycholinguistics because semantic cues facilitate processing (Stoltz, 1967) , thereby suggesting a variable limitation. On the other hand, some researchers have suggested that an SRN can reflect this performance better than a discrete stack specifically for double-embedded sentences (e.g. Weckerley & Elman, 1992; Christiansen & Chater, 1996) , but they have not pro vided a detailed analysis of network dynamics. A deterministic palindrome language which uses different symbols in the first and second half of the string is analogous to center-embedded relative clauses in natural language. A formal example is: ww', where w is a string of symbols, and wr is the reverse order. For example, if our alphabet consisted of {a, b} in the first half and {A, B} in the second half, then a possible string is abbabBABBA, where w = abbab , W'= BABBA, the a is matched to A, the b is matched to B, and the change in symbols makes it deterministic. One method to process this language is to use a stack to store symbols from the first half of the string, and then at the middle we can unload the stack while checking that the rest of the input is in the reverse order. On the other hand, we could use real-valued counters that count up/down for the a/A input, the b/B input, and switch back and forth between them. It will turn out that a SRN can learn this task in a way that acts like a limited counter.
We trained an SRN to predict the next input in strings from two cases of a simple deterministic palindrome language of the form : ww'E, where E is an end marker. Both cases use symbols {a, b} in the first half, {A, B} in the second half, and there is always one end of string marker {E}. One should not confuse the term "deterministic" , which refers to the nature of state transitions in automata, and "predictable" , which refers to whether or not a symbol in a string can be determined from the left context. In our palindromes the entire string can be processed deterministically, but only the second half is predictable. Both cases use strings of length<-5, which is purposely very simple to allow tractable analysis.
In fact, we can enumerate the entire training set. The first case is restricted so that b does not precede a, hence only bB is embedded within a..A. The strings are of the form amb"B"AmE, where m=0, 1, or 2 ; n=0 or 1, and the maximum length is 5. The proportions are roughly : aAE : 33%, bBE : 33%, aaAAE : 16%, abBAE : 16%. This training set has the feature that for b input the network should always output a B prediction, but for a B input the network has to use a previous input to determine the prediction of A or E. The second case is not restricted, so that all combinations of strings of length less than or equal to 5 characters are present. The proportions are roughly aAE : 25%, bBE : 25%, aaAAE : 12.5%, abBAE : 12.5%, bbBBE : 12.5%, baABE : 12.5%. This training set has the feature that there is a symmetry in the possibility of embeddings so that aA is just as likely to be embedded within bB as the reverse. In our test we use a threshold criterion of .5, so that if an output node is >.5 we consider it to predict that output. We judge correctness by whether the network has learned all the dependencies to our criterion for all strings in the training set. We reset all the hidden units to 0 at the end of each string (after the end marker) so that all trajectories start at the origin in hidden unit phase space.
Case 1 : Easiest palindrome results
We trained 50 networks using back propagation (Rumelhart, et al., 1986 ) with 3 hidden units, a learning rate parameter of .1, and no momentum.
There were 5 input units with 1-in-k encoding of the input (e.g. one out of k=5 units are set to 1), a bias unit, and 5 output units, and no noise applied. During training the total root mean-squared-error drops quickly from an initial value near .5 to .25 within 10K sweeps (training iterations) or about 3,000 strings, but it usually takes much longer to learn the temporal dependencies in the training set. We trained for up to 100K sweeps, even though the total error only drops to values near .15, (recall that only half the input is predictable).
After 100K sweeps 41 out 50 networks learn the dependencies to our criterion of correctness.
Out of these 41 good networks we found that 8 had some generalizations to two level embedded strings for the case aabBAAE, and 8 networks generalized for the case aaaAAAE.
For the other cases of two level embedded strings, abaABAE or abbBBAE, the networks do not generalize, nor for the case of bbBBE. This is not surprising since the training never presented the subsequences ba or bb, hence the networks are unable to process these combinations. With fewer than 3 hidden units the networks do not learn the training set, but with more hidden units the networks learn more quickly and generalize regularly. For example, we trained 50 networks with 5 hidden units and found that after 50K sweeps 48 out of 50 networks learned the training set and most of these had some generalization.
We found that 20 out of 50 networks had some generalization for the aabBAAE string, 7 had some generalization for the aaaAAAE string, and 10 had some generalization on both strings. Again, the networks did not generalize to other strings for which subsequences had not been seen. This rough breakdown indicates that for this easy problem a network with enough hidden units can learn the task and generalize to longer strings if there is some kind of structure in the task. Our analysis will characterize how the hidden units reflect this structure, and we will use an example of a network with 3 hidden units so that we can demonstrate the dynamics easier.
Case 2 : The harder palindrome results
For the harder palindrome that had all combinations of w=(a or b)2 we trained 50 networks using 5 hidden units with a learning parameter of .1, and no momentum. Again, the networks easily reach a low error value within 20K sweeps, but they usually take much longer to learn the dependencies.
After 125K sweeps 29 out 50 networks learn the dependencies to our criterion of correctness.
Out of these 29 good networks we found only 5 that had some generalization at some point in training to a string with two levels of embedding strings. However, only one network was able to generalize to more than one string at a time (e.g. aaaAAAE and bbbBBBE). Furthermore, unlike case 1, these were often weak generaliza tions, barely X5, and were unstable during training.
We also found that with more hidden units the networks learn more quickly and regularly, but again there are very few cases that generalize at all. We trained 50 networks with 8 hidden units and found that after 100K sweeps 41 out of 50 networks learned the training set but only one network had some generalization for more than 1 string (e.g. abaABAE and babBABE).
Our analysis will characterize why the networks do not regularly lead to generalization by considering how the trajectories of hidden unit activations are not structured as in case 1, especially with respect to the output decision planes.
3. Network analysis 3.1 Method First some notation : Input and output characters will be written in italics. The text b-* B will indicate that b input predicts a B output. Sometimes we will write b-* B : 1.0, to indicate that the bigram probability P (B output I b input) =1.0. The trigram probability P (A I bB)=.33 and P (E I bB)=.66 will be written bB A : .33, E : .66 where the input sequence is bB and the output units for A and E should have values 0.33 and 0.66 respectively, ignoring the digits below .01. The condi tional probabilities themselves can be stipulated as representing coordinate points in output space of the network. For example, if we use 1-in-k encoding at the output layer, then for bB--> A : .33, E : .66 the coordinate point in output space is (0, 0, .33, 0,.66), where we assign output nodes one through five to symbols {a, b, A, B, E}. Furthermore, in some situations we can use distances in output space as a guide to understanding distances in hidden unit activation space.
Overall, we present results by projecting onto 2-dimensional plots of hidden unit phase space. The hidden unit dimensions (written "HU" in plots) are chosen by inspecting activation values and their effect on output predictions. Although we do not always show the full trajectories, attractor points are found by holding the input constant (e.g. written as a*) and iterating the system to a limit point. We will show several graphs of the trajectories and then mathematically characterize the dynamics in all dimensions of phase space.
Mostly, the analysis will look at distances in phase space as well as evaluate the partial derivative matrix at points along the trajectory. The autonomous dynami cal system of the hidden unit phase space, for which the hidden units are the state variables and one of the input vectors is held constant, will be referred to as Fa, where a E {a, b, B, A}. As given by (1), each Fa is a nonlinear mapping of hidden units states from time t to time t+1, in the continuous space confined to [0, 11' hypercube, where dimension size n=the number of hidden units. The local expan sion or contraction of the system can be measured by using the eigenvalues of the partial derivative (Jacobian) matrix at a point in the trajectory given by :
where Xt is the evaluation point, xz is the i-th hidden unit, and fz is the i-th equation of F. The matrix gives a linear system approximation around the evaluation point and local contraction and expansion rates depend on absolute eigenvalues, < 1 or > 1 respectively, of the matrix.
Clearly, the graphical analysis is only a rough pass that is useful for knowing what to look for in the dynamics.
The real payoff comes if we can characterize the trajectory properties in terms of the probabilities in the training set, which in turn motivates us to look at averages across a set of network simulations for confirmation of some properties.
In our analysis below we choose examples which display the relevant learning and representational properties of the task. It's a kind of bootstrapping for understanding the information content of transient states in simple sequence prediction tasks. As far as we know, few people have attended to transient analysis in network dynamics-usually the focus is on the nature of attractors (e.g. see Hirsch, 1996) .
3.2 Case 1 Analysis 3.2.1 Counting a..A Figure 2 shows a first pass at breaking down the hidden unit representations.
For the trajectory aaAA it is easy to see that the Fa map has the most change in hidden units 2 and 3, the FA map uses 1 and 3. The graphs show that the network does develop a counter up to 2 (or embedding-depth 1) for a..A sequence across these dimensions. Actually, there are two counters : one for as and one for As, and they are coordinated in space so that the system can make separate predictions while counting up and down. However, there seems to be no general counter across the aabBAA sequence. Instead, the network treats b and B as inverses of each other in some dimensions so that the trajectory for a..A is maintained. In Figure 3a we show the trajectory for the untrained string aaaAAA, as well as the projected decision planes for output unit A. Figure 3b shows the same trajectory with the decision planes for output unit E. Note that on the A2 step the system crosses the A decision plane from high to low and crosses the E decision plane from low to high. In other words, the network predicts the end-marker one step too soon because it does not implement an embedding depth-2 counter. Also, there is only a very small trajectory step for the a3 input because the Fa system is close to the attracting fixed point. The difference between a2 and a3 is too small to have an effect on the future prediction, which is an example of information loss from approaching an attractor.
As expected the network is learning the conditional probabilities of the input. Figure 3c shows this graphically in that a A is about .54, and aa A .98. In other words, the system has learned to build trajectories that match the conditional probabilities in the training set. We can extrapolate from the fact that the prediction for aa-* A increases in magnitude over a~A to the result that Fa system has a trajectory that moves further into the A region. Therefore, a simple first heuristic is that limited counters will build trajectories that have attracting points in the output region for the related dependencies. We confirmed that all 41 out of 41 networks that learned the training set have the fixed point for Fa in the A region, and for FA in the E region. But of course, the breadth of examples that fall under this heuristic will depend on the probabilities of the input and the geometry of the output unit decision planes.
Divergence and state splitting
In Figure 4a we see the trajectory for the bB and abB input sequence in HU1 X HU3 space. Notice that when b is input to the network the Fb system contracts towards one region, in this case the (1, 0) corner, to predict B. We should expect this because the b input is always trained to output B prediction in any context. (Fig. 3a)   Fig. 3 Trajectory plot of aaaAAA in HU1 x HU3 space. Each arrow represents a trajectory step projected onto the 2-dimensional plane. The base point is a state vector at time t, the arrow head is a state at time t + 1. Since we reset the system at the end of the string all trajectories start at the origin. We also plot the output unit contour lines in the 2 dimensional plane. We use the coordinate point at the relevant trajectory step to fix the unseen dimensions in order to project the hyperplane into 2-dimensions. The solid line is the where the value for that output unit hyperplane is .5, the longdashed line has value.7, the small dashed line has value.3.
3a) The a trajectory increasingly moves into the predict A region, but the last a step is information lost. The first A input has a high prediction for A output, but the network crosses the A output line on A2, one step too early. 3b) The same trajectory as in a), but we show the predict E region is crossed one step too early. 3c) Trajectory plot and output predictions of aa, which shows that the network has learned the bigram and trigram probabilities.
Since the two coordinate points after the b and ab input both have a high B prediction (respectively, .99,.93) one might think the system is in the same functional state after any b input. But when a B is input the FB system diverges away from the (1, 0) corner in Figure 4 to make two different predictions depending on the previous context.
In other words, FB system expands and counteracts the Fb contraction, hence splitting up the functional state reached after b input. We can define a measure of divergence as the positive or negative change in distance between two trajectories along two steps. In this case a divergence of .48 is found by taking the Euclidean distance between coordinate points after ab and b input, and subtracting it from the Euclidean distance between abB and bB. Here then is a second heuristic in evaluating SRNs in a prediction task, which is an example of Cleeremans, et al. (1995) notion of graded states : divergence in a region of phase space can be used to learn context by splitting up a putative functional state of the network, so that the information content of a state (e.g. the location after b trajec the (1, 0) corner but the FB system expands away from it. 4b) A 2-dimensional slice of the vector "flow" field for the system under B input condition, e.g. the FB system. Each vector represents a scaled and projected trajectory step that occurs at the HU1, HU3 coordinate point. The graph shows that in the region near (1, 0) there is some curvature where the bB trajectory occurs which allows the B step to diverge towards different output regions. Note that the system is expansive for B input at the point after a b trajectory step, but with iteration the system actually contracts to a fixed point. Fig. 5 A plot of the relationship between divergence and the ability of the network to predict A over E for good networks only (e.g. networks that correctly learned the training set). The x-axis is the difference between the Euclidean distance between ab and b and Euclidean distance between abB and bB, which is the divergence in phase space in Figure  4a . The y-axis represent the difference between output unit A and E, after abB. The correct value is abB->A : 1.0, E : 0.0. The graph shows that for this problem the network more often employs divergence in phase space to achieve separation in output space.
tory) is dependent upon how the next input (e.g. B) drives the system. For all the good networks, we get a positive correlation between divergence and the ability of the network to learn the dependency. Figure 5 shows that the distance in output space between A prediction and E prediction is correlated (R2=.58) with having positive divergence3) .
3) Of the few bad networks none had positive divergence ; and (by the defintion of "bad") none predicted A over E. Figure 4b shows the vector "flow" field for the FB system, which gives a description of the phase space dynamics (Casey, 1996) and helps visualize the nature of the last trajectory step for abB and bB. Each vector represents a scaled version of the trajectory step that would occur when the state vector is the coordinate point at the tail of the vector and the input is B. Notice that the small steps in the (0, 1) corner indicate an attracting fixed point there. The FB system has structured the space so that even though there is some divergence there is still only one fixed point because of the change in direction, or "curvature", between the region where the b trajectory reaches and the fixed point. This simply shows that since the task is to make new predictions at each time step it is necessary to evaluate transient states because they may have information content different than the final fixed point.
We can also provide an analytic measure of contraction and expansion of the regions involved in the divergence" by evaluating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian (partial derivatives) matrix.
For example, the Jacobian of FB at the end of the b trajectory has a maximum eigenvalue=1.33, and after ab the eigenvalue=1.11, which means the system is expanding at these rates in the neighborhood around those coordinate points. Across all 41 good networks the average maximum eigenvalue for the FB system after b and ab is 2.13 and 2.07 respectively (variance .69 and .66), which are both significantly greater (p<.001) than the average maxi mum eigenvalues for the Fb system after E and a, which are .72 and . 54 (variance .16 and .28) . In other words, in the trajectories for trained sequences the system is typically contractive for b input, and expansive for B input, as one might expact given the discussion about divergence above. The expansion of the dynamics also indicates where a bifurcation may occur. Since a bifurcation for a discrete-time dynamical system occurs at a fixed point when the dominant eigenvalue changes from < 1 to > 1 (or from > -1 to < -1) (e.g. see Tino, et al., 1995b) , the need for divergence creates a potential bifurcation.
We found that after 100K of training in 13 out of the 41 good networks the FB system had bifurcated into two global fixed points so that there were 2 attracting regions, one that included the ab trajectory coordinate point, the other included the b coordinate point. 4) Note that expansion around a point can be thought of as the change in a trajectory upon a small perturbation, whereas divergence refers to two different trajectories.
Embedding bB and generalization
In all the good networks the trajectory for the untrained subsequence aabB lands in a region which predicts A 35 out of 41 times, predicts E 6 out of 41 times, and predicts B 0 out of 41 times. However, 6 out of the 35 cases that do correctly predict A have a fixed point (e.g. taking the sequence aabB*) that ends up in the E region. This indicates that the network usually curves into the predict A output region for the sequence aabB but does not necessarily have to build an attractor there. For the full string aabBAAE, the curvature of the system after aab is similar as the curvature after ab so that the trajectory for BAA can predict the end marker appropriately.
For example, Figure 6 shows the trajectories for bB, abBA, and aabBAA in the full 3-dimensional hidden unit phase space, and Figure 7 shows the trajectory for aabBAA in 2-dimensions with the output regions for A and E. Note that in Figures 6a and 6b it is possible to find regions of space that could map onto states of a finite state machine. The last coordinate point for bB and abBA are (.5, .99, .25) and (.5, .90, .1), which are both inside the predict E region. However, Figure 6c shows the trajectory aabBAA that was not in the training set but for which the network generalized. The information of the second a in the sequence aabB is not lost but is accounted for by curving back toward the region where AA is counted. The network could have learned the training set so that after any number of a the bB subsequence is placed at one point in phase space that predicts A, in which case the network would be more like a finite state machine. Fig. 6 The trajectory of the strings a) bB, b) abBA, and c) aabBAA in all 3 dimensions. We plot some of the coordinates so that it is easier to identify the location of the trajectory. We use small cubes instead of arrowhead to get a better 3D rendition. Notice that for a) and b), one might be tempted to carve out regions and extrapolate a finite-state machine, but that would not capture the spatially embedded trajectory for the bB subsequence, which enables the network to generalize in c) to the novel string.
But in our case the new level of embedding works because of the structured spatial layout of the trajectories the bB subsequence is spatially embedded within the a..A and the aa..AA trajectories. A finite state machine analysis of the hidden unit representations of the training set has no topology and so could not capture this Fig. 7 The trajectory of the string aabBAA. The network was not trained on this case but is able to generalize because of the way the bB trajectory returns to the correct region of A.
7a) The network correctly crosses into the E prediction region at the las step. 7b) The network correctly crosses into the A prediction region at the B step and crosses out of the region at the A2 step. geometric property, whereas trajectories in a network are embedded within Eu clidean space and inherently have the potential for this kind of structure in phase space. We believe this represents an important way in which network dynamics make available computational resources that go significantly beyond those of a finite state machine.
Finally, it is tempting to think that a semantic parsing cue for dependencies in natural language is similar to having symbols with different distributional prop erties, in which case the ability to generalize more often to aabBAAE is similar to having semantic cues that aid in human processing of center-embedded sentences. One possible reason is that information loss due to approaching attractor points, as in the case with repeating symbols in the string aaaAAAE, is less robust than the structured spatial trajectory of aabBAAE.
For example, we found that with 10 hidden units the network always generalizes to aabBAAE before aaaAAAE, and for those networks that generalize to both, small Gaussian noise on the input vector disrupts aaaAAAE generalization 2-3 times as often. In other simulations that had an embedding bias similar to case 1, but with two more symbols, we again find more generalizations and better performance for deeper embedding in biased strings, as well as information loss from repeating symbols that tend to predict the end-marker too early. This may help explain results from psycho linguistic models based on SRNs which suggest that semantics can help processing (Weckerley & Elman, 1992) but that networks also expect double embedded sentences to end (Christiansen & Chater, in press ). Clearly, we would like to be able to derive the spatial structure of trajectories analytically, but at this point our finding relies on the graphical analysis and the fact that the embedding generalization occurs regularly.
Case 2 Analysis
For the case 2 training set we looked at an example of a network with 5 hidden units that learned the training set well but did not generalize.
With more hidden units it is harder to see how the network breaks down the processing so we plotted the activation values through time as well as the contribution of hidden units to particular output units (e.g. hidden unit activation times output weight). Figure 8a , b and c show that hidden units 3, 4 are most important for the trajectory aaAA to predict A and E. As in case 1 the network treats b and B as inverses of each other in some dimensions so that the trajectory for a..A is maintained.
Since the problem is symmetric with respect to the input sequences there are similar graphs for the bbBB input, except that hidden units 1 and 4 seem to be most important. A rough guess for the other hidden units is that units 2 and 5 seem to be active for the first half of the string. However, this is only important insofar as we would like to choose which dimension to plot. As in case 1 the network does not generalize to the string aaaAAAE and again we see an example of information loss from approaching an attractor : the a3 step is very small and the decision plane to predict E is located on the A2 step. Also, similar to case 1, the system builds limited counters for aaAA input and for bbBB input, and the location of trajectory steps with respect to output decision planes approximate the conditional probabilities in the training set. As expected, we find that the Fa system builds an attractor in the A region, the Fb system builds an attractor in the B region, and FB and FA systems both build an attractor in the E region. Fig. 8 For case 2 we used more hidden units. Therefore we also inspect the activation values of the network as well as its contribution to the output units, which is merely the product of the activation value multiplied times the weight to the output unit from that hidden unit. 8a) Line plots across time steps of individual hidden unit activation values for trajectory aaAA. Notice that hidden units 2 and 5 are most active for a input, whereas hidden unit 2, 3, 4 are most active for A input. 8b) Line plots across time steps of the contribution for hidden unit activation values to output unit E. 8c) Line plots across time steps of the contribution for hidden unit activation values to output unit A. In b) and c) it seems that hidden units 3 and 4 affect to predictions the most. Figure 9a shows that in the aabBAA trajectory the bB subsequence does "bounce back" to a region that predicts A at .99, but the network crosses the predict E line on the first A, instead of the second A. (In all 5 dimensions the city block distance from aabB to as is about .4). However, since the b input does not always output a B prediction, the network does not use divergence for the bB trajectory as it did in case 1. Figure 10a shows that the ability of the network to predict A over E is less strongly related than case 1 (R'=.39, without the outlier) to the amount of divergence of the FB system between the ab and b trajectories.
In fact, across all Fig. 9 The trajectory of the string aabBAA in HU3 x HU4. The network was not able to generalize in this case. The full city block distance between as and aabB is actually. 41. But as we saw in case 1 the important aspect is whether the bB sequence moves into a region for two A trajectory steps. 9a) The network incorrectly crosses out of the A prediction region one step too early. 9b) The network incorrectly crosses into the E prediction region one step too early. Fig. 10 The case 2 system does not develop well structured dynamics.
10a) A plot of the relationship between divergence and the ability of the network to predict A over E for good networks.
However, in this case there the network does not necessarily contact for b input, and hence does not necessarily diverge. 10b) The coordinate point in output space after the aabB input sequence for networks that learned the training set correctly.
Notice that many points are correctly located at high A prediction values, but there also many points spread out over the B and E prediction values.
An important reason that the network does not develop the same kind of structured phase space as in case 1 networks is that the training set has a symmetry in the conditional probabilities of the trigrams bB-*A, B, or E and aA A, B, or E. As pointed out by Cleeremans, et al. (1989) , the SRN first learns bigram probabilities before using context information for trigrams.
We can add to this a geometric interpretation about the relationship of the trajectories and output decision planes. As the network learns the abB dependency it often increases the B prediction along with A prediction.
In other words, the prediction regions for outputs B and A overlap at the coordinte point of the abB trajectory, whereas they did not in case 1. In fact the quadgrams of abB A and aaA-> A are the same dependency, which adds to the complexity of trying to separate the bB from the aA output predictions in these contexts during training.
After training, out of the 29 good networks the novel string aabB leads to a trajectory that does not always land in the predict A region, but instead predicts A 14 out of 29 times, E 5 out of 29 times, B 4 out of 29 times, and both A and B (both X5) 6 out of 29 times. Figure 10b shows that the good networks have aabB coordinate points spread out in the A X B X E 3-dimensional output space, despite correctly learning to predict A in the training string abB. We found similar results in the. 50 networks with 8 hidden units. In other words, the sequence bB is not spatially embedded with respect to the output decision planes and the novel input aabB drives the network to a point in hidden unit phase space that often makes the wrong predictions. Given the symmetry of the problem this also happens for the string bbaABBE.
Conclusion
It is well known that minimizing mean squared error in a recurrent network maximizes the posterior probabilities of the output given the input, up to a point of bifurcation (Kuan, et al. 1994 ). However, deriving conditional probabilities would not by itself explain why some generalizations occur and others do not. Using cluster analysis helps qualify how a network learns a task by grouping input sequences, but, as pointed out by Casey (1996) , this technique is not as accurate as analyzing the underlying dynamics.
Furthermore, interpreting clusters as states of a finite state machine can be plainly incorrect if the task involves some context-free language dependencies. In our study of the simple palindrome language, for example, cluster analysis does not by itself reveal how the network uses space to develop coordinated trajectories for counting and matching symbols, nor does it help explain why some generalizations to longer counting fail (Figure 2 ) and why some generalizations succeed (Figure 4) . The geometric approach that pays atten tion to transient states of network dynamics adds a richer analysis of how RNNs work. It shows that an SRN learns to build trajectories that functions as limited depth counters in which approaching attractor points can result in information loss, divergence helps to learn dependencies by splitting states, spatially structured trajectories help generalizations, and overlapping output predictions for different input sequences can lead to problems in learning and generalization.
The physical resources of a recurrent network are the weights and nodes, but the geometric interpretation demonstrates that the functional resources are given by the dynamical system instantiated in those weights and nodes. For example, a hidden unit node may have activation values that count, but it can also be the case that the counting trajectory is distributed among several hidden units. Hence we can also think of resources as the dynamics of the transient states, attractor locations, expansion/contractive regions, and output decision planes. Adding noise and changing probabilities in the training set will affect these functional resources in relative ways that are not the same as changing the number of weights or nodes. For example, in our case 1 more hidden nodes helped learning and generalization, but our case 2 task had conditional probabilities for which more hidden nodes helped learning but not generalization.
Although much of the work here relied on graphical analysis for intuition, we also derived specific analysis of trajectory properties in terms of state vectors, such as divergence between trajectories, expansion around points, and location of attractor points with respect to output regions. The vector based analysis holds up in higher dimensional settings.
However, it is also clear that our analysis is post hoc. A much harder task is to develop analytical methods that can serve as a heuristic for pre-training analysis.
One would like to know, for example, how the conditional probabilities in the training set determine dynamics that learn and generalize temporal dependencies and why some dependencies, independent of length, are easier than others. We suspect that some of the properties we identified here will help and some may become irrelevant in other learning tasks. Our starting point is to work with simple grammars that are well understood and reflect some properties of human language we are interested in, and then break the task down local in space and local in time. Admittedly, with more symbols the analysis and evaluation becomes more difficult, and we don't expect that we can exhaust all possible outcomes, even our simple palindrome has results that are underdeter mined. However, if we choose our problems carefully, we can get a deeper understanding of those properties of learning and dynamics that are important to psychological models based on SRNs. Chomsky (1963) pointed out that palindrome languages cannot be processed by independent counters and then he proceeded to describe arguments for theoretical linguistics based on discrete stack automata.
But this work and our previous work (Wiles & Elman, 1995; Rodriguez & Wiles, 1998) shows that one can interpret an SRN functionally as limited depth real-valued counters which are not independent rather than treat an SRN strictly as finite state machine approximations. In this sense we are investigating an alternative mechanism which has sufficient computational capabilities for language, but is also a frequency driven learning system. If an SRN can serve as a model of human performance in sentence processing then the ability to build trajectories that have some coordination and counting ability may be the basis for this model.
